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HP Prelude Pro 
Recycled Topload

Purpose meets style 
Commute with a stylish and durable top load thoughtfully 
designed with the environment in mind and made with recycled 
fabric1 The HP Prelude Pro Recycled Topload comes with safety 
features for your peace of mind when you carry your devices 
from work to home and beyond.

Designed with sustainability in mind 
Made with 65% recycled external fabric1 and finished with water-resistant coating, this topload 
combines a lightweight and stylish design to encourage innovators and achievers to be their 
best selves wherever they go.

Designed around you 
The shoulder strap is adjustable and padded so you can hustle without restraints as you wade 
through a busy workday.

Stay organized on-the-go 
Protect your laptop from bumps and scrapes with a 15.6” diagonal padded compartment. 
Zippered pockets designed  to keep your belongings organized and give you easy access to 
phone, wallet, and keys on-the-go.

Commute worry-free 
Protect your laptop and belongings with the lockable zippers when in a crowded area. Designed 
with reflective accents for visibility in limited daylight.

Smart cable routing 
Stay charged or listen to music on-the-go with a smart cable pass-through that connects your 
phone, power bank2 or headphones, while you are on the move.

Easily attach to your luggage 
Be airport-ready and glide through your travels, with the convenient luggage pass-through that 
allows you to slide your top load onto a rolling suitcase.

Built to last 
Made with strong materials to ensure durability this  top load comes with one-year standard 
limited  warranty. Over 20 quality tests, including strap and zipper strength, and fabric abrasion, 
ensure you feel good about your investment.

1. Topload external surface made of 65% 
recycled fabric. 
2. Power bank sold separately.
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Part number 1X645AA

Dimensions (H x D x W) 11.25 H x 2.75 D x 16 W in (28.57 x 69.85 x 40.64 mm)

Weight 0.84 lb (0.38 kg)

Color Slate Gray

Compatibility statement Fits up to 15.6” diagonal size laptops.

Warranty One-year limited warranty.

Country of origin Made in Cambodia for US; TAA compliant. Made in Cambodia or China for rest of world.
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